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Abstract

Sensory information processing and higher cognitive functions rely on the interactions between thalamus and cor-
tex. Many types of neurological and psychiatric disorders are accompanied or driven by alterations in the brain con-
nectivity. In this study, putative changes in functional and effective corticocortical (CC), thalamocortical (TC), and
corticothalamic (CT) connectivity during wakefulness and slow-wave sleep (SWS) in a model of thalamocortical
dysrhythmia, TRIP8b�/� mice, and in control (wild-type or WT) mice are described. Coherence and nonlinear
Granger causality (GC) were calculated for twenty 10 s length epochs of SWS and active wakefulness (AW) of
each animal. Coherence was reduced between 4 and ca 20 Hz in the cortex and between cortex and thalamus dur-
ing SWS compared with AW in WT but not in TRIP8b�/� mice. Moreover, TRIP8b�/� mice showed lower CT
coherence during AW compared with WT mice; these differences were no longer present during SWS. Unconditional
GC analysis also showed sleep-related reductions in TC and CT couplings in WT mice, while TRIP8b�/� mice
showed diminished wake and enhanced sleep CC coupling and rather strong CT-directed coupling during wake
and sleep, although smaller during sleep. Conditional GC coupling analysis confirmed the diminished CC and en-
hanced CT coupling in TRIP8b�/�mice. Our findings indicate that altered properties of hyperpolarization-activated
cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channels, characterizing TRIP8b�/� mice, have clear effects on CC, TC, and CT
networks. A more complete understanding of the function of the altered communication within these networks
awaits detailed phenotyping of TRIP8b�/� mice aimed at specifics of sensory and attentional processes.
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Introduction

Oscillatory network activity is a characteristic prop-
erty of the thalamocortical (TC) system, and is central to

a number of neurocognitive and physiological functions, in-
cluding cognitive processes such as attention, perception,
learning and memory, arousal, and in different wake and
sleep states (Steriade et al., 1993; Timofeev and Bazhenov,
2005). The different behavioral states are characterized by a
specific set of TC rhythms: for instance, large amplitude d
(0.5–4 Hz) oscillations are the predominant oscillatory activity
of the brain during deep slow-wave sleep (SWS) and spindle
oscillations (12–14 Hz) during light SWS, while during wake-
fulness d activity and sleep spindles are replaced by faster
lower amplitude oscillations (h, b, and c).

The transition from the high-amplitude, low-frequency os-
cillations of SWS to the higher frequency, lower amplitude

rhythms characterizing wakefulness creates a desynchroniz-
ing pattern on the scalp electroencephalography (EEG), and
this is an emergent property of an intact TC system. This
change from a synchronized to a desynchronized oscillatory
pattern and vice versa is considered a basic property of all
mammalian species. A number of apparently unrelated neu-
rological and psychiatric conditions, including absence epi-
lepsy, central tinnitus, depression, neuropathic pain, and
schizophrenia, are characterized by increased low-frequency
rhythmicity (d and h) in the TC system during states of wake-
fulness and were commonly termed thalamocortical dys-
rhythmia (TCD; Llinás et al., 1999).

TCD occurs in conjunction with a strong and common in-
crease of TC coherence among low-frequency oscillations.
This low-frequency recurrent interaction between the thalamus
and cortex hampers the normal TC circuit function, and is re-
sponsible for negative and positive symptoms of the TCDs.
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The specifications of TCD in different forms of the syn-
drome are based on the connectivity between the involved tha-
lamic and cortical structures (De Ridder et al., 2015; Proske
et al., 2011). The abnormal slow-frequency oscillations in
TCD can be caused by different mechanisms, which all re-
sult in persistent hyperpolarization of the TC relay cells (TC
neurons), and a consequent increase in d/h range burst ac-
tivity of these neurons. The sustained hyperpolarization of
TC neurons may result from inhibition of the thalamus,
deafferentation, or block of ligand- or voltage-gated ion chan-
nels, including ionotropic glutamate receptor channels or
hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation
(HCN) channels (Chung et al., 2009; Llinás et al., 2005,
1999; Ludwig et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2009). The latter is
known to contribute in the generation of the slow TC oscilla-
tions. In fact, the cyclic interaction between HCN channels
and T-type Ca2+ channels in TC neurons constitutes the
basis for slow oscillations (Fogerson and Huguenard, 2016).

Recently, we introduced the tetratricopeptide repeat-
containing Rab8b-interacting (TRIP8b) protein, a brain-specific
auxiliary subunit of HCN channels, as a molecule contributing
to the modulation of physiological TC oscillations. The pres-
ence of this protein has direct effect on HCN channel expres-
sion in both thalamus and cortex (Heuermann et al., 2016;
Zobeiri et al., 2018). We showed that in TRIP8b-deficient
mice (TRIP8b�/�) downregulation of hyperpolarization-
activated current (Ih) in cortex and thalamus, as well as de-
creased cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) signaling,
is responsible for transformation of the normal physiological
sleep- and wake oscillations to a new form of TCD character-
ized by a significant increase in d oscillations during episodes
of AW and a lack of the natural desynchronizing response of
the EEG in transition from deep SWS to AW.

Interestingly, these findings pointed to the reduction of
HCN channel function as an alteration associated with TCD
(Chung et al., 2009; Datunashvili et al., 2018; Heuermann
et al., 2016; Ludwig et al., 2003; Zobeiri et al., 2018) and
opened up the possibility to assess possible additional changes
in network function. While a number of molecular alterations
leading to TCD have been identified, changes in network
connectivity supporting TCD have been addressed to a
lesser extent and largely depend on computational model-
ing analysis (Proske et al., 2011). Since understanding the
nature of the networks involved in TCD is an important
step in developing new therapeutic approaches for a wide
range of TCD-related neurological and psychiatric disor-
ders, we compared the brain functional connectivity in
TRIP8b�/� mice with the commonly used wild-type (WT;
C57BL/6J) controls. More specifically, we investigated the
functional corticocortical (CC), corticothalamic (CT), and
TC connectivity during AW and during SWS.

Two different approaches were used here to describe
network activity from local field potentials (LFPs). First, co-
herence functions were calculated, providing a first linear
frequency-specific estimation of whether the networks differ
between normal and genetically modified mice. The simplest
generalization of the coherency function for a multivariate
case, allowing detection of directed coupling, is partial
directed coherence (Baccalá and Sameshima, 2001) or its
renormalized version (Schelter et al., 2009). However, con-
sidering that coupling between different regions might not
be linear, nonlinear Granger causality (nlGC) method (Chen

et al., 2004) with specific adaptations to LFP (Kornilov
et al., 2016; Sysoeva and Sysoev, 2012) was applied, followed
by a multivariate variant of GC.

The nlGC approach has been previously used to describe
the dynamics of coupling periictally in rats with a genetic
form of absence epilepsy (Sysoeva et al., 2016b). Coherence
and nlGC were calculated between the motor cortex
(MoCx) and somatosensory cortex (SoSeCx), and between
the SoSeCx and lateral dorsal thalamus.

Materials and Methods

Animals

All experimental procedures on TRIP8b�/� and control mice
were performed in accordance with the principles approved by
local authorities (review board institution: Landesamt für
Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz Nordrhein-Westfalen;
approval IDs: 84-02.04.2015.A574, 84-02.05.50.15.026) and
described earlier (Zobeiri et al., 2018). Efforts were made to
minimize the number of animals and the degree of discomfort
to animals used in this study.

Electrode implantation and LFP recordings

Three- to five-month-old male TRIP8b�/� and WT mice
were used; the same animals as previously described, also
procedures for electrode implantation, LPF recording, and
selection of the LFP epochs were described before (Zobeiri
et al., 2018). In brief, animals were anesthetized; analgesia
was applied before surgery for stereotactical implantation
of cortical and thalamic electrodes. Isolated (except at the
tip) stainless steel electrodes were implanted: SoSeCx: A/
P = 0, M/L = 3, depth =�1.2; MoCx: A/P = 2, M/L = 1.5,
depth =�0.8; and ventral posterior medial nucleus of the tha-
lamus (VPM) nucleus: A/P =�1.7, M/L = 1.5, depth =�2.8.
Coordinates were according to the mouse stereotaxic coordi-
nates of Paxinos and Franklin. Two epidural silver wires on
top of the cerebellum served as ground and reference elec-
trodes, respectively. The electrode assembly was fixed to
the skull with dental acrylic cement. Mice were allowed to
recover for at least 1 week.

Differential LFP signals from the two cortical sites and
thalamus were recorded continuously for 8 h starting at 8
am during the light phase of the 12–12 h light–dark cycle
in freely moving mice. The LFP signals were amplified, fil-
tered by a band-pass filter, and only frequencies between 1
and 100 Hz were allowed to pass. Digitizing occurred with
a sampling rate of fm = 1042Hz by a Cambridge Electronic
Design, United Kingdom recording system. The behavioral
activity of the animals was registered by a Passive Infrared
Registration System (PIR, RK2000DPC LuNAR PR Ceiling
Mount, Rokonet RISCO Group S.A., Drogenbos, BE).

LFP data from the two cortical sites and thalamus from 20
epochs of 10 s of AW and deep SWS were selected for each
animal based on the LFP and PIR activity according to com-
monly used criteria (van Luijtelaar et al., 2012; Zobeiri et al.,
2018). Only epochs from the first 2 h of the light period were
selected; these hours represent the periods with the largest
amount of specifically deep SWS (Huber et al., 2000).
SWS criteria are provided as follows: high-amplitude corti-
cal LFP together with slow (1–4 Hz) waves in a motionless
animal (low-amplitude, stable, regular PIR signal); AW
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criteria: behavioral activity (high and variable PIR signal ac-
companied by low-amplitude cortical LFP with h and/or b)
for the WT mice; in TRIP8b�/�, the PIR signal was only
used since a dissociation between LFP and behavior was no-
ticed (Zobeiri et al., 2018), and a high amplitude and chang-
ing PIR signal was the only criterion used to establish AW.

After the LFP recordings, animals were deeply anesthetized
with isoflurane; a direct current of 9 V, 25 lA, 10 s duration
was passed through each electrode. Brains were removed,
and post fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and later
in 30% sucrose for 48–72 h. Free-floating coronal sections
(40 lm) were cut with a microtome and stained with cresyl vi-
olet. Only animals with confirmed electrode positions were
included in the data selection and analysis; five TRIP8b�/�

and control mice were included in the analyses.

Coherence function

Coherence function Cxy is a classical tool to study linear,
frequency-resolved similarities of two signals xnf gN

n = 1 and
ynf gN

n = 1. In contrast to the cross-spectrum, coherence func-
tion is normalized in the range 0 � Cxy � 1 and is indepen-
dent of the amplitude of the signals.

Coherence functions were calculated using Equation (1),
given K segments of both time series (LFP signals)

xnf gN
n = 1 and ynf gN

n = 1, each segment consisting of the same
number of samples N, and sampling rate fm. Usually, the
higher K is, the lower coherence values can be detected. Val-
ues under the 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kð Þ

p
threshold are mostly considered

meaningless, since they cannot be distinguished from 0:

Cxy = Sxy fð Þj jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sxx fð ÞSxy fð Þ
p ,

Sxx fð Þ= Fx fð Þj j2K
k = 1,

Syy fð Þ = Fy fð Þ
�� ��2K

k = 1
,

Sxy fð Þ = Fx fð Þ � Fy fð ÞKk = 1:

(1)

Equation (1) was used to calculate coherence for each
mouse for both states (AW and SWS) for both channel
pairs (MoCx–SoSeCx and SoSeCx–VPM) separately using
K = 20 episodes of the same length of 10 s (N = 10416 data
points). The Fast Fourier transform from the scientific pack-
age NumPy (van Der Walt et al., 2011) was used.

Differences in coherence values for the two strains of mice
and between two states of vigilance were evaluated by Stu-
dent’s t-tests (two sided) for each frequency (1–100 Hz)
using scipy.stats scientific package. To correct for multiple
comparisons (i.e., different frequencies), nearby values
were considered as triplets following Maris and Oostenveld
(2007), and Bonferroni correction was applied. This approach
reduced the frequency resolution to 0.3 Hz.

Granger causality

NlGC with polynomial nonlinearity (Chen et al., 2004)
was used as a primary tool for directed coupling analysis.
This approach is based on the construction of a forecasting
model. The normalized prediction improvement (0 � PI � 1)
is the main dependent variable: it characterizes how much in-
formation from one signal is incorporated into the prediction
of a second signal. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
was used to estimate the dimension and polynomial order of
the most optimal prediction model (Schwarz, 1978). Nonuni-

form embedding was used for vector-state reconstruction to
reduce the number of coefficients to be estimated in the
model (Kugiumtzis, 1996). Following the results of BIC anal-
ysis and recommendations for accounting time scales (Korni-
lov et al., 2016), different models were used for sleep and
wakefulness. Therefore, the PI values comparing sleep and
wakefulness should be interpreted with some caution.

Functional connections between MoCx and SoSeCx and
between SoSeCx and VPM were pairwise studied, indepen-
dently in both directions (so four couplings were analyzed).
It needs to be remarked that mediated coupling between
MoCx and VPM cannot be completely excluded with this
pairwise approach, also considering that there are weak ana-
tomical connections between MoCx and VPM. But this indi-
rect coupling cannot effect the results significantly, since
first, these anatomical couplings are weak, and second, it
was shown that the applied method is not very sensitive to
mediated coupling in the presence of a direct one (Sysoev
and Sysoeva, 2015).

The currently used nlGC method can account for the non-
linearity in the signals as well as their nonlinear coupling.
However, the nlGC method is mainly applicable if the length
of the time series is larger than the length necessary for the
linear variant (Chen et al., 2004); otherwise, the number of
coefficients in the prediction models would be too high to re-
liably estimate the model coefficients.

The above-described bivariate unconditional nlGC method
assumes that all detected couplings are direct. Although the
brain areas analyzed here are for sure directly connected
through reciprocal structural connections, it is not certain
that the communication might not involve a third node. There-
fore, a conditional (multivariate) GC was additionally used
(see Appendix) to determine which couplings detected by
unconditional nlGC are direct and which are mediated. In
the results and discussion, we focus on the common findings
as obtained with the unconditional and conditional nlGC
method, without ignoring the discrepancies.

There are two possibilities to evaluate statistically the
putative differences between and within the TRIP8b�/�

and WT mice obtained using nlGC analyses: analytical
tests (Smirnov et al., 2013) and testing against surrogate
data (Theiler et al., 1992). The latter is possible since we
have episodes of exactly the same length for each animal,
and surrogate data can be constructed by switching channels:
taking one channel from one episode and the other channel
from another episode. This approach has an advantage over
most analytical approaches; for example, the one pointed
by Smirnov et al. (2013), since it demands no additional as-
sumptions about the data being analyzed or about the distri-
bution of model’s residuals. Tests against surrogate data
show a higher specificity in comparison with some other
popular approaches (Kornilov and Sysoev, 2013), producing
less false-positive detections of bidirectional coupling from
time series of actually unidirectionally coupled systems.

All possible surrogates (380 per animal for each channel
combination for sleep and wake separately) were con-
structed, and nlGC was calculated for all of them. Theoreti-
cally, using the surrogates where the driving subsystem
episode precedes the driven subsystem episode is dangerous,
since some causality can originate from this. However, the
Largest Lyapunov exponent for typical LFP data was
shown to be very high (e.g., see Medvedeva et al., 2016),
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making forecast with times >2 s impossible by the commonly
used type of models. Our episodes were separated by time in-
tervals of at least 10 s. In addition, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for distribution of surrogate PI calculated using preced-
ing episodes of the driving subsystem and its postponed ep-
isodes showed that these distributions are completely
indistinguishable in all cases.

The highest surrogate PI was considered as a threshold of
significance with p-value p = 1=381 � 0:00262. Then, the
number of significant outcomes A was calculated for all five
mice together (per group) per channel pair and per direction
in each experiment separately based on the surrogate data. A
is in the range of 0–100 (5 animals · 20 episodes per animal);
therefore, A also can be considered as a percentage. Also, the
number A can be considered as an indicator of coupling
strength, if it is not always very low (near 0) or very high
(near 100). The surrogate analysis was done independently
per animal for each channel pair in each state and direction.
Since surrogate data completely reproduce all features of real
pairs except coupling (they are uncoupled, being taken from
episodes distinct in time), they include all signal peculiarities.

The p-value p � 0:00262 is the significance level for a sin-
gle outcome. Here, we deal with multiple (100) tests for each
of the considered cases; therefore, it is imperative to correct
for these multiple tests. Since our goal is to compare coupling
for different cases and different channel pairs, the value of
DAcritical = A1�A2j j was considered as the minimal absolute
difference for a significant difference between strains, states,
or direction of coupling of different channel pairs:

p¢ A1, A2ð Þ= 2 � 2 � 4 � 5 � 20

� +
b

i = a

Ca
b � pb� i � 1� pð Þi � Ci�a

100�a � pi�a � 1� pð Þ100�aþi
� �

,

b = max A1, A2ð Þ, a = min A1, A2ð Þ,

Ca
b =

b!

a! � b� að Þ!
(2)

where 20 stands for the number of episodes, 5 for the number
of animals, 4 for the number of analyzed channel pairs (con-
sidering different directions for the same channels as a sep-
arate pair), 2 for the two types of animals, and the other 2
for the two states (sleep and wake), A1 and A2 are the num-
bers of significant coupling outcomes, a! is the factorial of
a, Ca

b is the number of combinations from b by a.
Equation (2) originates from the binomial distribution for

p, with the simplification for the case of p not close to 1 (in
our case, this was always true). One can easily find that
Equation (2) provides the cumulative corrected p-value
p¢<0:0144 for any A1 and A2 if A2�A1j j � 5; that is,
DAcritical = 5 is significant on the generally accepted level,
while difference in four can have p¢ � 0:25, which is not
usually accepted. DAcritical = 6 has p¢<6:7 � 10� 4 and
DAcritical = 7�p¢<2:7 � 10� 5.

Results

Coherence analyses

Coherence analyses were performed on the LFP data
recorded from three channels (we used two channel pairs:

MoCx–SoSeCx and SoSeCx–VPM) for two stages of vigi-
lance and two strains, considering they have well-described
reciprocal anatomical connections. The figures show the
mean of five animals per strain; comparing AW and SWS
within and (Figs. 1 and 2a, b, respectively) between the
two strains (Figs. 1 and 2c, d).

CC functional connectivity during AW and SWS. Figure 1
illustrates the coherence function between the two cortical
channel pairs: MoCx and SoSeCx, in WT and TRIP8b�/�

mice during AW and SWS. Clear differences between
sleep and wake in coherence were noticed in the WT mice,
with a significant reduction between 4 and 19 Hz (Fig. 1a),
in agreement with previous results observed in rats (Pal
et al., 2016). Interestingly, this reduction was not present
in TRIP8b�/�mice (Fig. 1b). Instead, a nonsignificant reduc-
tion could be noticed from 4 to *11 Hz and *60 Hz. In
other words, in TRIP8b�/� mice the functional CC network
connectivity during wakefulness resembles the network con-
nectivity during sleep. From the data presented in Figure 1c,
d, one can see that there is no difference in coherence be-
tween WT and TRIP8b�/� mice during both AW and SWS.

CT functional connectivity during AW and SWS. The co-
herence analyses between the SoSeCx and VPM are pre-
sented in Figure 2. As illustrated in Figure 2a, WT mice
showed significantly lower cortical thalamic coherence lev-
els in frequencies between 5–17 and also 19 Hz during
SWS compared with AW. The coherence was in general
lower in TRIP8b�/� mice compared with WT. The differ-
ences observed in coherence between SWS and AW in
TRIP8b�/� mice were marginal and seemed to be shifted
to the lower frequencies (Fig. 1b). No significant differences
in coherence were observed during SWS between the two
strains (Fig. 2d). In contrast, TRIP8b�/�mice showed signif-
icantly lower coherence levels between cortex and thalamus
during AW when compared with WT mice (Fig. 2c).

Coupling analyses using nlGC

Coherence shows only linear similarities of signals, and it
cannot resolve the coupling direction. To address both of
these issues, we compared first unconditional directed cou-
pling using nlGC, as explained earlier, between strains and
states. Later, this was followed by the conditional variant.
Couplings higher than DAcritical = 5 were considered as be-
ing significant, also differences between groups and states
‡5. The same channel pairs were investigated as with
coherence analyses.

CC effective connectivity during AW and SWS. First, the
cortical couplings in WT mice were established using pair-
wise (unconditional) approach; for results, see Figure 3a.
The interconnections during wakefulness between MoCx
and SoSeCx were asymmetric: a dominating drive from
MoCx to SoSeCx (14), the reversed drive was 9. The cou-
pling during sleep from SoSeCx to MoCx remained the
same (9–9) as during wakefulness; the coupling from
MoCx to SoSeCx reduced insignificantly (from 14 to 10).
This implied that the intracortical interactions became
more symmetrical (10 and 9) during sleep. The results of
the conditional approach (presented in Fig. 4) did not differ
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much from the pairwise approach results, except that the re-
duction in coupling during SWS in comparison with AW in
the direction MoCx / SoSeCx, which was also obtained by
the unconditional nlGC method, became significant.

TRIP8b�/� mice also showed asymmetric cortical cou-
pling during wakefulness (6 vs. 1) based on pairwise analy-
sis, although the strength of couplings was less than that in
WT mice (14 and 9), and in particular the drive from
MoCx to SoSeCx was missing. Both cortical couplings in-
creased during sleep in both directions from 1 to 10 for
SoSeCx to MoCx and from 6 to 15 in the opposite direction.
This increased driving from MoCx to SoSeCx during sleep
in TRIP8b�/� mice was not confirmed with the conditional
analysis. These CC couplings in TRIP8b�/� mice were low
during wakefulness and remained low during SWS, espe-
cially the couplings between SoSeCx and MoCx during
wakefulness and sleep were lower in TRIP8b�/� than in the
WT mice.

Corticothalamo-cortical effective connectivity during AW
and SWS. CT and TC conditional and unconditional cou-
pling estimates during wakefulness in WT mice were present
and significant in both directions. Sleep reduced the strength
of the coupling in both directions, and this was significant
for the unconditional analysis. In contrast, TRIP8b�/� mice
showed a significant and much stronger CT coupling based

on both unconditional and conditional analyses during both
AW and SWS compared with WT mice, while the reversed
couplings were not so extreme based both on conditional
and unconditional approaches, although that TRIP8b�/�

mice showed a lower TC bivariate coupling strength during
wakefulness compared with WT mice (10 vs. 19). All cou-
plings between cortex and thalamus were reduced during
sleep in TRIP8b�/� mice as shown by both conditional and
unconditional methods. The results of the unconditional an-
alyses are depicted in Figure 3; the ones from the conditional
analysis shown in Figure 4.

Discussion

This study sought to understand the possible alterations in
functional brain connectivity in TRIP8b�/� mice, which
have previously been introduced as a model of TCD (Zobeiri
et al., 2018). CC, TC, and CT network analyses with two differ-
ent methods, namely coherence and nlGC, showed unambigu-
ous changes in functional and effective brain connectives in
TRIP8b�/� compared with WT mice. The major findings of
this study are as follows:

1. Application of coherence function in a CC and cortical
and thalamic channel pair in WT mice showed a clear
sleep-induced reduction in coherence in frequencies
between 4 and 19 Hz (high d to low b frequency

a b

c d

FIG. 1. The coherence function for channel pair MoCx–SoSeCx averaged over five animals. Plots (a) and (b) compare the
cortical-thalamic coherence during SWS and AW in WT and TRIP8b�/� mice, respectively. Note (in a) the significantly
(bold circles) lower coherence levels in WT mice in frequencies between 4 and 19 Hz during SWS compared with AW
and a lack of statistical differences in TRIP8b�/� mice (b). In plots (c) and (d), the coherence is compared between the
two strains during AW and SWS, respectively. The gray horizontal lines indicate the level, under which the coherence is
considered unreliable due to insufficient averaging. AW, active wakefulness; MoCx, motor cortex; SoSeCx, somatosensory
cortex; SWS, slow-wave sleep; WT, wild type.
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bands). The sleep-induced decrease in coherence was
not present in TRIP8b�/� mice.

2. TRIP8b�/� mice showed a substantially lower cortical
thalamic coherence in a wide frequency range during
wakefulness when compared with WT mice.

3. Coupling analysis in the WT mice showed a sleep-
induced reduction in coupling mainly between CT
and TC regions.

4. TRIP8b�/� mice showed a rather strong CT coupling
during both wakefulness and sleep compared with
WT mice, with a lower coupling strength during sleep.
The coupling in the opposite direction in TRIP8b�/�

mice, that is, from thalamus to cortex, was not excep-
tionally high and also lower during sleep.

5. TRIP8b�/�mice showed less CC coupling during wake-
fulness compared with WT mice.

CC connectivity during wakefulness and SWS

EEG coherence provides valuable information about the
functional interactions between two or more neural net-
works, and is used for detection of the network synchrony
based on frequencies of neuronal oscillations. As compared
with AW, SWS in WT mice was characterized by a decrease
in CC and also cortical thalamic coherence in frequencies be-
tween 4 and 19 Hz (high d to medium b). These results were

in line with the outcome of a previous study on rats in which
a significant reduction in the CC coherence levels in d, h, and
a (0.5–15 Hz) bands was found (Pal et al., 2016; White et al.,
2011). However, analyses of sleep EEG in healthy human in-
dividuals indicated an increase in intrahemispheric coher-
ence in the spindle (7–12 Hz) band and decrease in other
frequencies mainly from 20 to 45 Hz, when comparing
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep with non-REM sleep and
without including baseline wakefulness reference values
(Achermann and Borbély, 1998).

Intrahemispheric CC correlation studies on human sub-
jects comparing SWS and wakefulness EEG signals revealed
similar results to those found in the Achermann and Borbély
study; a higher correlation in the range of sleep spindles and
a2 frequencies during SWS compared with wakefulness
(Guevara et al., 1995). The discrepancies between human
and rodents coherence studies might stem from the differ-
ences in the brain structural and functional connectivity of
the two species, the anatomical organization of the brain, dif-
ferences between EEG and LFP recording procedures per se,
or simply from differences in wake state reported in human
(the resting–wake EEG) studies and AW in our study.

Striking was the lack of differences between the cortical-
thalamic and CC coherence during wake and sleep episodes
in TRIP8b�/� mice. Although coherence is obviously
not an estimate of EEG power, comparing the power spec-
tral density of the cortical and thalamic LFP in wake and

a b

c d

FIG. 2. The coherence function for channel pair SoSeCx–VPM averaged over five animals. Plots (a) and (b) compare the
cortical-thalamic coherence during SWS and AW in WT and TRIP8b�/�mice, respectively. As shown in (a), WT mice show
a significantly (bold circles) lower cortical thalamic coherence levels during SWS compared with AW. In plots (c) and (d),
the coherence is compared between the two strains during AW and SWS, respectively. Note (in c) the significantly lower
cortical thalamic coherence levels during AW in TRIP8b�/� compared with WT mice. The gray horizontal lines indicate
the level under which the coherence is considered as unreliable due to insufficient averaging. VPM, ventral posterior medial
nucleus of the thalamus.
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sleeping TRIP8b�/� mice in our previous study (Zobeiri
et al., 2018) also revealed smaller differences between
the two stages of vigilance.

In addition, analysis of CC-directed coupling using both
unconditional and conditional approaches in TRIP8b�/�

mice revealed a low level of connectivity between SoSeCx
and MoCx during AW in comparison with the control mice.
Although the exact mechanism for the lower CC coupling
in TRIP8b�/� mice is not clear, the bidirectional (hypo- or
hyperconnectivity) region-specific alterations in functional
connectivity have been reported in other TCDs (Zhang
et al., 2012), and might result from both differences in ana-
tomical connections between cortical regions and variations
in the sources of thalamic inputs (inputs from higher- vs.
first-order thalamic nuclei) that each specific cortical region
receives. The latter is of great importance, considering that
many CC communications go through the higher order tha-
lamic nuclei (Sherman, 2017). Interestingly, in addition
to the ventral–basal complex of the thalamus, TRIP8b�/�

mice show similar alterations in the HCN channels expres-
sion and activation kinetics in some other thalamic nuclei,
including posterior-thalamic nucleus (PO; Zobeiri et al.,
2018), which is considered as a higher order nucleus inner-
vating the MoCx. All adds to a suspected complex pattern

of functional alterations in the brain networks in TRIP8b�/�

mice, which may influence sensory processing, sensory-
motor functions, and arousal reactions.

TC connectivity during AW and SWS

The interaction between thalamus and neocortex underlies
many important brain processes such as relay of sensory sig-
nals during wakefulness, diminished sensory transmission,
and increased sensory awareness thresholds during sleep
(Llinas and Steriade, 2006; Picchioni et al., 2014; Steriade
et al., 1993). The traditional view explaining reduced brain
responsiveness during SWS is that a thalamic gate disrupts
signal transmission from the periphery to cortex (Coenen
and Vendrik, 1972; Steriade et al., 1990). This reduction of
information transfer has been established to be present first
for the visual modality, subsequently also for the other sen-
sory modalities. The reduction in the functional TC connec-
tivity from wakefulness to sleep has been reported in several
studies (Picchioni et al., 2014; Spoormaker et al., 2010). The
lower functional connectivity between the thalamus and cor-
tex during sleep is to a higher extent due to the changes in
firing pattern and intrinsic properties of TC neurons (Steriade
et al., 1993). Analysis of the coherence between SoSeCx and

a

b

FIG. 3. Results of uncon-
ditional coupling analysis
using nlGC. Arrow heads de-
fine the direction of the cou-
pling, and numbers show the
numbers (and percentage) of
significant couplings A in WT
(a) and TRIP8b�/� (b) mice
during AW and SWS. Dif-
ference ‡5 is considered as
significant at the level 0.05.
The thickness of the arrows
corresponds to the numbers;
the thicker the arrow, the
larger the number of signifi-
cant couplings found in the
corresponding direction.
nlGC, nonlinear Granger
causality.
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VPM in our study revealed a significant reduction in the co-
herence levels of a wide range of frequencies in TRIP8b�/�

mice compared with WT animals during AW, indicating lack
of synchronous activity and communication between these
two regions.

Moreover, coherence and directed conditional and noncon-
ditional coupling analyses in TRIP8b�/� mice showed an un-
balanced pattern of connectivity between cortex and thalamus;
strong directed coupling from SoSeCx to VPM and a much
lower level of coupling from VPM to SoSeCx. A further re-
duction in functional coupling was found in TRIP8b�/�

mice between thalamus and cortex during sleep, reflecting
the lower sensory information flow from VPM to SoSeCx.

Abnormalities in motor/somatosensory-thalamic connec-
tivity have been reported in some neurobiological disorders
such as schizophrenia and autism (Woodward and Cascio,
2015). Using resting-state functional magnetic resonance
imaging, Woodward et al. (2012) showed differential ab-
normalities of TC networks in schizophrenia with re-
duced prefrontal-thalamic connectivity and increased motor/
somatosensory-thalamic connectivity (Woodward et al.,
2012). Considering that schizophrenia has been classified
as a TCD, our results may suggest the existence of similar
changes in brain connectivity between different types of
TCDs. Whether the changes observed in the functional

connectivity between the thalamus and cortex might affect
specific sensory-related cognitive processes should be
addressed in the future.

Relationship between abnormal brain connectivity
in TRIP8b�/� mice and HCN channels dysfunction

The role of hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih) in sin-
gle cell and TC network oscillations during sleep and wake-
fulness, and in memory and cognitive processes has been
extensively studied (He et al., 2014). Dysregulation of Ih

has been linked to a number of neurological disorders with
concomitant changes in TCT oscillatory activities such as
in certain types of epilepsy (Cain et al., 2015; Heuermann
et al., 2016; Kole et al., 2007). In our previous study, we
showed that downregulation of Ih in cortical pyramidal and
TC neurons of TRIP8b�/� mice is a cause factor for changes
in physiological TC oscillations. It is known that the firing
pattern of TC neurons at the transition from wake to light
SWS changes from tonic to phasic due to the hyperpolariza-
tion of these neurons induced by inhibitory GABAergic in-
puts from the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN), resulting
in generation of slow waves and sleep spindles. As sleep
deepens and TC neurons become further hyperpolarized, d
oscillations appear on cortical EEG and thalamus, and the

a

b

FIG. 4. Results of coupling
analysis using conditional
nlGC. Arrow heads define the
direction of the coupling, and
numbers show the numbers
(and percentage) of signifi-
cant couplings A in WT (a)
and TRIP8b�/� (b) mice
during AW and SWS. Dif-
ference ‡5 is considered as
significant at the level 0.05.
The thickness of the arrows
corresponds to the numbers;
the thicker the arrow, the
larger the number of signifi-
cant couplings found in the
corresponding direction.
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neocortex becomes functionally disconnected (Steriade
et al., 1993; Timofeev et al., 1996).

The lower functional connectivity of thalamus and cortex
during SWS is accompanied by an increase in sensory aware-
ness threshold. In our previous study, we showed that reduc-
tion of Ih in TC neurons of TRIP8b�/� mice resulted in a
significant hyperpolarizing shift in the resting membrane po-
tential (RMP; Zobeiri et al., 2018), resembling the RMP of
the TC neurons during deep SWS and increased possibility
of bursting activity in these neurons (Zobeiri et al., 2018).
Relevant is that the GABA containing TRN neurons in
mice do not express TRIP8b�/� (Heuermann et al., 2016;
Zobeiri et al., 2018). Therefore, Ih-dependent changes in
the intrinsic properties of TRN neurons can be ruled out.
However, considering the significant increase in the directed
CT coupling as found here in TRIP8b�/� mice, changes in
the firing pattern of the TRN GABAergic neurons are
expected. In fact, the large descending SoSeCx drive to the
VPM in TRIP8b�/� mice, next to a diminished CC drive, is
the most prominent finding in this study.

This increased excitatory glutamatergic drive from cortex
to thalamus would also stimulate GABAergic cells in the
TRN. The cortical drive to the TRN is much stronger than
the cortical drive to the VPM (Golshani et al., 2001), so
that the inhibition of the TC neurons by the TRN can over-
come the direct excitatory drive from CT cells. This mecha-
nism of lateral inhibition of the TC neurons by TRN through
direct GABAergic pathways has been described by Pinault
(2004). Through increased lateral inhibition, the TC cells be-
come hyperpolarized, irrespective of whether the mice are
awake or asleep. We found earlier that in TRIP8b�/� mice,
the downregulation of Ih in cortex and thalamus, as well as
decreased cAMP signaling in the thalamus, is responsible
for transformation of the normal physiological sleep- and
wake oscillations to a new form of TCD characterized by a
significant increase in slow (d) frequency oscillations during
episodes of AW. Within the TRN, most likely PV containing
oscillatory cells involved in bursting, interconnected through
electrical synapses, synchronize this inhibitory effect
throughout the TRN, and inhibit and hyperpolarize multiple
TC cells and cause the d-rage burst activity in the thalamus.

Differences between methods

Linear and nonlinear methods have been applied for causal-
ity analysis in neuroscience for many years (Gourévitch et al.,
2006). Linear methods such as correlation and cross-spectrum
analysis are frequently considered as robust, mostly due to
long history of application and simplicity of calculation and
explanation. These measures and some of their widespread
nonlinear generalizations, like nonlinear association analysis
(Pijn et al., 1989) and mutual information function (Kraskov
et al., 2004), are nondirectional by design, but they are fre-
quently used for detection of dominating direction of coupling
by evaluating the time shifts between the two signals. How-
ever, recent studies showed that relying on time shifts for cou-
pling direction can be unsafe and even misleading (Vakorin
et al., 2013). Moreover, directed linear methods such as linear
GC can indicate coupling direction spuriously due to signal
similarities, due to insufficient sampling rate (Smirnov and
Bezruchko, 2012), synchrony (Sysoev and Sysoeva, 2015),
or signal nonstationarity (He and Maekawa, 2001).

Also, the usage of inappropriate nonlinear functions or
mistakes in time-lag detection for vector-state reconstruction
and for the construction of the prediction model (models are
required for GC approach) can lead to wrong findings in cou-
pling direction (Kornilov et al., 2016), even for nonlinear
models. Therefore, to reduce the chance for spurious causal-
ities and to increase the sensitivity of coupling analysis, the
nonlinear adapted GC with specifically tuned models [we
followed the recently developed method framework for
model fitting to LFP data, as reported in Sysoeva and Med-
vedeva (2018) and Sysoeva et al. (2016a), but modified it
to the specifics of the considered data] was used as a primary
tool, and coherence analysis was used in addition.

As mentioned in the method section, both unconditional
and conditional nlGC were used. Discrepancies between
these two methods, reduced coupling estimates in case of
conditional method, are suggestive of other than the direct
coupling in some cases. In general, there were only minor
differences in the outcomes between the two nlGC methods;
an exception was CC connectivity in TRIP8b�/�mice during
SWS. This discrepancy might point toward other and perhaps
more complicated communication between the SoSeCx and
MoCx in these mice, particularly during SWS, or that
TRIP8b�/� mice use other networks for communication
within the cortex when they shift from sleep to wake and
vice versa. However, this issue regarding whether there
are other nodes or hubs can only be studied and understood
with more cortical and subcortical electrodes, or by com-
bining white matter tractography with neurophysiology.

Comparison of coherence and nlGC

NlGC showed often a decrease in unconditional and
conditional couplings between VPM and SoSeCx in both di-
rections in sleep compared with AW in both WT and
TRIP8b�/� mice; coherence showed also the sleep induced
decrease in WT, but for TRIP8b�/� the difference was not sig-
nificant. This could be due to a lower sensitivity of coher-
ence compared with nlGC. NlGC also showed differences
between WT and TRIP8b�/� in the direction of the dominat-
ing TCT coupling during wakefulness: cortical influence
to VPM is much larger in TRIP8b�/� mice than in WT and
also much stronger than in the reversed direction, once more
suggesting that the bidirectional information flow between
cortex and thalamus is seriously different from the WT.

Coherence cannot detect the direction of the couplings. A
final difference between coherence and nlGC regards strain dif-
ferences in the strength of couplings between cortex and thal-
amus. Coherence analyses showed that the genetically
modified mice have a lower coherence during AW than the
WT mice, while nlGC showed higher CT couplings. Since co-
herence is unable to detect the coupling direction, and since one
cannot establish in which direction the impact is larger, the dif-
ference between the two methods does not come as a complete
surprise. The difference can also be due to a large nonlinear
contribution in the communication between thalamus and cor-
tex and from some coupling specifics. For example, a coupling
increase may lead to desynchronization and oscillation
‘‘death,’’ as was demonstrated in a network for bidirectional in-
hibitory and asymmetric excitatory/inhibitory coupling
(Bressloff and Coombes, 1998). If this is the case, coherence
shows a significant decrease due to the absence of normal
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oscillations (only some subthreshold oscillations remain) in
some neuronal subpopulation, while the causality becomes
larger; this being the reason for the oscillation death.

Cortical coherence was clearly diminished during sleep
for WT mice, but nlGC only showed insignificantly lower
coupling from MoCx to SoSeCx. Different mechanisms of
coupling, spurious detection of synchrony by coherence
due to a finite time-series length, suboptimal parametrization
(choosing not best values of model lag, prediction time and
dimension) for nlGC method, since we were more focused
on reducing false positives than on increasing sensitivity,
or other factors could be reasons for these different results.
This question has to be studied more with different tools.

Conclusion

Our network analyses showed that loss of a single protein
involved in postsignaling processing might have large conse-
quences for both CC and cortical–subcortical communica-
tion. Irrespective of the methods used, this study identified
large and unambiguous differences in both CC and CT net-
work interactions between TRIP8b�/� and WT mice.

Our current and earlier findings (Zobeiri et al., 2018) indicated
that altered properties of distinct ion channels determine alter-
ations in rhythmicity and in CTC connectivity. It seems impor-
tant to establish its clinical consequences, such as various modes
of sensory processing and arousal reactions, next to the already
described dysfunctions in nest-building behavior requiring fine-
tuned sensory and motor functions, as well as the more gross
motor functions as measured with the rotarod test (Lewis
et al., 2011). More and other functional tests and phenotyping
will give further information about the consequences of lacking
the protein TRIP8b. Finally, disturbances in network interactions
might also be present in other TCDs; our present work illustrates
the usefulness of the various methods that were used here.
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Appendix

To make sure that the results of bivariate or unconditional
nonlinear Granger causality (nlGC) analyses were not af-
fected by mediated multivariate coupling, the conditional
nlGC method was applied following Chen et al. (2004),
but with nonuniform embedding as proposed earlier
(Sysoeva and Sysoev, 2012), and adapted to the frequency
properties of the LFP signals. The models that were used
for the conditional nlGC had the same dimension and poly-
nomial order as were used for unconditional causality.

We also generated the same number of surrogate series as
for unconditional nlGC by random shuffling of different ep-
isodes (three different episodes here in comparison with two
for unconditional nlGC). It is expected that there will be no
significant increase in coupling reported by conditional nlGC
in comparison with unconditional nlGC. Such an increase
would be hard to explain, considering that the inclusion of
a third time series might also explain some couplings, and
as a consequence, a diminishment in the original coupling
might be expected. The results of conditional nlGC show
the following differences in the results of unconditional
nlGC (compare Figs. 3 and 4).

First, no significant increase was found in any of the
pairs, and most pairs kept their couplings or showed less
coupling. Some of the discrepancies between the methods
can be ascribed to the added error variance of the third

time series, the model’s imperfection, the finite time-series
length, and the sampling rate. Second, a significant reduc-
tion was found in wild-type (WT) mice. Here, the ventral
posterior medial nucleus of the thalamus (VPM) / so-
matosensory cortex (SoSeCx) couplings were no longer
leading, in addition to that the motor cortex (MoCx) /
SoSeCx coupling during wakefulness lost its leading posi-
tion. Third, the most pronounced difference between the
two methods was found in the cortical pairs in both direc-
tions during sleep in TRIP8b�/� mice: the SoSeCx /
MoCx was no longer leading, and a significantly lower cor-
tical coupling was found in TRIP8b�/� mice during wake-
fulness as well as during slow-wave sleep (SWS) compared
with WT mice. Nevertheless, the reduced coupling in the
multivariate analyses compared with the bivariate analysis
strongly suggests that these cortical couplings are to a large
extent indirect. The latter, to be partly mediated (about one
half) by indirect coupled pathways, also seems true for the
VPM / SoSeCx coupling in WT mice during active wake-
fulness. The strongest directed coupling, found between
SoSeCx and VPM both during wakefulness and during
deep SWS in TRIP8b�/� mice, was unaffected by the
method. It still showed a leading role for the SoSeCx in
coupling to the VPM and a reduction in coupling strength
during SWS in both directions.
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